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ABSTRACT
In today’s computerized and information-based society, text
data is rich but messy. People are soaked with vast amounts
of natural-language text data, ranging from news articles,
social media post, advertisements, to a wide range of textual
information from various domains (medical records, corpo-
rate reports). To turn such massive unstructured text data
into actionable knowledge, one of the grand challenges is to
gain an understanding of the factual information (e.g., enti-
ties, attributes, relations, events) in the text. In this tuto-
rial, we introduce data-driven methods to construct struc-
tured information networks (where nodes are different types
of entities attached with attributes, and edges are different
relations between entities) for text corpora of different kinds
(especially for massive, domain-specific text corpora) to rep-
resent their factual information. We focus on methods that
are minimally-supervised, domain-independent, and language-
independent for fast network construction across various ap-
plication domains (news, web, biomedical, reviews). We
demonstrate on real datasets including news articles, scien-
tific publications, tweets and reviews how these constructed
networks aid in text analytics and knowledge discovery at a
large scale.
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Introduction
Motivation: Constructing structured information networks
from massive text corpora The success of data mining tech-
nology is largely attributed to the efficient and effective
analysis of structured data. The construction of a well-
structured, machine-actionable database from raw data sources
is often the premise of consequent applications. Although
the majority of existing data generated in our society is
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unstructured, big data leads to big opportunities to un-
cover structures of real-world entities (e.g., person, company,
product), attributes (e.g., age, weight), relations (e.g., em-
ployee_of, produce) from massive text corpora. By in-
tegrating these semantic-rich structures with other inter-
related structured data (e.g., social networks, transaction
logs), one can construct a powerful structured information
network as a conceptual summarization of the original text
corpora and structured information. The uncovered struc-
ture information networks will facilitate browsing informa-
tion and inferring knowledge that are otherwise locked in the
text corpora. Computers can effectively conduct algorithmic
analysis over these networks, and apply the knowledge to
improve human productivity in various downstream tasks.
Our phrase mining tool, SegPhrase [23], won the grand prize
of Yelp Dataset Challenge1 and was used by TripAdvisorin
in their products2. Our entity recognition and typing tool,
ClusType [33], was shipped as part of the products in Mi-
crosoft Bing and U.S. Army Research Lab.

Example: StructNet for social media. In a collection of
tweets, entities of different types and relations between
entities are mentioned in text. For example, from the
tweet “Jean Joho, Chef of Eiffel Tower Restaurant, is on
board to present at EC 2010.”, it is desirable to identify
“Jean Joho” as person, “The Eiffel Tower Restaurant”
as restaurant, and the relation chef_of(Jean Joho, The
Eiffel Tower Restaurant). However, domain text corpora
pose significant new challenges to the existing systems:
(1) the lack of annotated domain data presents a ma-
jor challenge for adopting traditional information extrac-
tion systems. Fortunately, a number of structured and se-
mantically rich knowledge-bases are available, which pro-
vides chances for “automatic” extraction with distant su-
pervision; (2) many entity detection tools are trained on
general-domain, grammatically clean text (e.g., news ar-
ticles), but cannot work well on text of other domains,
genres or languages (e.g., tweets). A domain-agnostic
phrase mining algorithm is required to efficiently generate
entity mention candidates with minimal assumptions on
the language formation; (3) Even though the surface con-
tent provide clues on the types of entities and relations,
natural language has extreme variability in expressing the
same meaning, causing data sparsity issues when discov-
ering “common text patterns”. A principled methodology
is needed to resolve synonymous patterns.

1http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge
2http://engineering.tripadvisor.com/
mining-text-review-snippets/
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What will be covered in this tutorial?
This tutorial presents a comprehensive overview of the tech-
niques developed for constructing structured information net-
works in recent years (a more detailed outline will be pre-
sented later). We will discuss the following key issues: (1)
mining quality phrases from massive, unstructured text cor-
pora; (2) entity recognition and typing: paradigms and method-
ologies; (3) relation extraction: existing systems, limita-
tions, general domain vs. specific domains, and a joint entity
and relation extraction approach; (4) attribute discovery in
a massive, domain-specific text corpus: previous efforts, lim-
itations, and a data-driven pattern mining approach; and (5)
research frontiers.

Target Audience and Prerequisites
Researchers and practitioners in the field of web search, in-
formation retrieval, data mining, text mining, database sys-
tems. While the audience with a good background in these
areas would benefit most from this tutorial, we believe the
material to be presented would give general audience and
newcomers an introductory pointer to the current work and
important research topics in this field, and inspire them to
learn more. Only preliminary knowledge about text mining,
data mining, algorithms and their applications are needed.

Tutorial Outline
Preliminaries
We introduce the audience to the broad subject of struc-
tured information network construction by providing moti-
vation in the context of information extraction for cold-start
knowledge base construction . Within this context, we intro-
duce entities, entity types, relations, and knowledge bases.
We then introduce several different tasks to information ex-
traction. In particular, we will introduce identifying typed
entities from text, extracting different types of relations be-
tween entity mentions and mining attribute name and values
for entities.

Quality Phrase Mining
We will first introduce the criteria of quality phrases and
formulate the problem.

1. Supervised Methods: We start from automatic term
recognition, which is the origin of phrase mining in
the NLP community. We will introduce supervised
noun phrase chunking techniques built upon annotated
documents and other methods relied on more sophis-
ticated NLP features such as dependency parser.

2. Unsupervised Methods: We follow on by introduc-
ing a set of unsupervised data-driven approaches tak-
ing the advantages of massive text corpora together
with their broad appcalitions. Frequency statistics in
the corpus are utilized to address both candidate gen-
eration and quality estimation. We then focus on ap-
plications of ToPMine for topical phrase mining and
noun-collocation mining.

3. Distantly / Weakly Supervised Methods: We
focus on a variety of methods including incorporating
outside information via dictionary. We mainly empha-
size SegPhrase, a weakly supervised approach for ex-
tracting high-quality phrases and entity mentions with

minimal supervision. We also outline a distantly su-
pervised language-independent phrase mining method
built upon SegPhrase.

Entity Recognition and Typing
We start by giving formal problem definition of entity recog-
nition and typing.

1. Individual General-Domain Document: In the
context of general text recognition, we discuss intro-
duce many named entity recognition (NER) methods.
We discuss entity recognition as sequence labeling as
well as the coarse types and manually-annotated cor-
pora these models leverage.

2. Individual Domain-Specific Document: In the
context of domain-specific extraction, we discuss sev-
eral approaches. We discuss twitter in the context
of Tweet segmentation and chunking as well as La-
beledLDA based on Freebase. In addition to twitter
we discuss entity recognition in product reviews and
biomedical text data.

3. Domain-Specific Text Corpora: We contrast single-
document cases to the context of large single-domain
corpora. Starting with semi-supervised approaches,
we present sequence-labeling models. We transition
to weakly supervised approaches and their merits -
discussing pattern-based bootstrapping methods, set
expansion methods, and a variety of probabilistic mod-
eling methods as well as graph-based label propagation
approaches. We then discuss several approaches for
distantly supervised entity recognition. These meth-
ods include state of the art approaches such as FIGER
which performs sequence labeling with automatically
annotated data , SemTagger - a contextual classifier
that uses seed data , APOLLO which performs la-
bel propagation on graphs, and ClusType which em-
ploys relation phrase-based clustering for effective en-
tity recognition. We further demonstrate how to ex-
tend the distant supervision framework to fine-grained
typing scenarios, discuss the new challenges bring by
noisy knowledge base labels, and introduce noise-robust
approaches PLE and AFET.

Relation Extraction
1. General-Domain Document: In the context of text

documents from general domain (e.g., news), we in-
troduce supervised relation extraction systems, which
are trained on large amount of human-annotated data
and rely on output of entity mention detectors. We
discuss kernel-based supervised approaches, examine
different features used in the systems, and introduce
recent popular neural network models . We further
introduce several systems which adopt sequence mod-
els to jointly extract entities and the relations between
them .

2. Domain-Specific Text Corpora: In context of domain-
specific text corpora, we focus on domain-independent
methods that rely on minimal human-annotated data
and minimal linguistic assumptions: weak supervision ,
distant supervision (with the help of public knowledge
bases). We also introduce open information extraction
systems which do not rely on any pre-defined schema
for entities and relations.



Attribute Discovery
1. Attribute Name Extraction: We discuss two lines

of work: One is using heterogeneous data sources such
as structured data (e.g., web tables), semi-structured
data (e.g., query logs) and unstructured data (e.g.,
web documents) to extract the type’s attribute names.
Massive query logs can be turned into an ontology of
factual knowledge. The other is developing advanced
weakly-supervised learning models to train annotated
data.

2. Attribute Tuple Extraction: We discuss two lines
of work: One is the open information extraction (open
IE) systems. The open IE systems produce a set of
short sentence fragments and generate relation tuple
extractions based on linguistic assumptions. The other
is the slot-filling task that were conducted by learn-
ing annotated corpus to complete the attribute values
when given the entity and attribute name. We will in-
troduce a novel domain-independent methodology that
jointly extracts the attribute names and tuples. The
large collection of the tuples can enrich the database
of real-world facts to support information search and
decision-making.

Conclusion and Research Frontiers
We conclude our tutorial by demonstrating the capabilities
of many of the tools and methods mentioned on a variety of
test cases and metrics. We then present a few case-studies
on two real-world datasets consisting of news articles and
tweets. Finally, we discuss the downstream applications, re-
lated tasks and future directions for the subject of structured
information network construction.

Related Tutorials
1. Conference tutorial: X. Ren, A. El-Kishky, H. Ji

and J. Han, “Automatic Entity Recognition and Typ-
ing in Massive Text Data” (SIGMOD’16). http://

xren7.web.engr.illinois.edu/sigmod2016tutorial.

html.

2. Conference tutorial: X. Ren, A. El-Kishky, C. Wang
and J. Han, “Automatic Entity Recognition and Typ-
ing in Massive Text Corpora” (WWW’16).

3. Conference tutorial: M. Jiang and J. Han, ”Data-
Driven Behavioral Analytics: Observations, Represen-
tations and Models”(CIKM’16). http://www.meng-jiang.
com/tutorial-cikm16.html

4. Conference tutorial: J. Han, H. Ji and Y. Sun,
”Successful Data Mining Methods for NLP” (ACL’15).
http://acl2015.org/tutorials-t1.html.

5. Conference tutorial: X. Ren, A. El-Kishky, C. Wang
and J. Han, “Automatic Entity Recognition and Typ-
ing from Massive Text Corpora: A Phrase and Net-
work Mining Approach”(SIGKDD’15). http://research.
microsoft.com/en-us/people/chiw/kdd15tutorial.aspx.

6. Conference tutorial: J. Han, C. Wang and A. El-
Kishky, “Bringing Structure to Text: Mining Phrases,
Entity Concepts, Topics, and Hierarchies”(SIGKDD’14).

Tutorial Material and Equipment
We will provide attendees a website and upload our tutorial
materials (outline, slides, references, software) there. There
is no copyright issue. Standard equipment will be enough
for our tutorial.

Instructors
• Xiang Ren, Ph.D. candidate, Department of Com-

puter Science, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His
research focuses on creating computational tools for bet-
ter understanding and exploring massive text data. He has
published over 25 papers in major conferences. He received
Google Global PhD Fellowship in Structured Data and Database
Management in 2016, KDD Rising Star by Microsoft Aca-
demic Search in 2016, C. W. Gear Outstanding Graduate
Student Award in 2016, and Yahoo!-DAIS Research Excel-
lence Award in 2015. Mr. Ren has rich experiences in de-
livering tutorials in major conferences, including SIGKDD
2015, SIGMOD 2016 and WWW 2016.

• Meng Jiang, Postdoctoral Research Associate, De-
partment of Computer Science, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. His research focuses on behavioral modeling
and social media analysis. He got his Ph.D. of Computer Sci-
ence from Tsinghua University, Beijing in 2015. His Ph.D.
thesis won the Dissertation Award at Tsinghua. His recent
research won the SIGKDD 2014 Best Paper Finalist. His
ICDM 2015 Tutorial won the honorarium.

• Jingbo Shang, Ph.D. candidate, Department of Com-
puter Science, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His
research focuses on mining and constructing structured knowl-
edge from massive text corpora. He is the recipient of Com-
puter Science Excellence Scholarship and Grand Prize of
Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2015.

• Jiawei Han, Abel Bliss Professor, Department of Com-
puter Science, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His
research areas encompass data mining, data warehousing,
information network analysis, etc., with over 600 confer-
ence and journal publications. He is Fellow of ACM, Fel-
low of IEEE, the Director of IPAN, supported by Network
Science Collaborative Technology Alliance program of the
U.S. Army Research Lab, and the Director of KnowEnG: a
Knowledge Engine for Genomics, one of the NIH supported
Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Centers.
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